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Abstract. For many years, viscosity has been the primary
method used by researchers in rheumatology to assess the
physiochemical properties of synovial fluid in both normal
and osteoarthritic patients. However, progress has been
limited by the lack of methods that provide multiple layers
of information, use small sample volumes, and are rapid.
Raman spectroscopy was used to assess the biochemical
composition of synovial fluid collected from 40 patients
with clinical evidence of knee osteoarthritis �OA� at the
time of elective surgical treatment. Severity of knee os-
teoarthritis was assessed by a radiologist using Kellgren/
Lawrence �K/L� scores from knee joint x rays, while light
microscopy and Raman spectroscopy were used to exam-
ine synovial fluid �SF� aspirates �2 to 10 �L�, deposited
on fused silica slides. We show that Raman bands used to
describe protein secondary structure and content can be
used to detect changes in synovial fluid from osteoarthritic
patients. Several Raman band intensity ratios increased
significantly in spectra collected from synovial fluid in pa-
tients with radiological evidence of moderate-to-severe
osteoarthritis damage. These ratios can be used to provide
a “yes/no” damage assessment. These studies provide evi-
dence that Raman spectroscopy would be a suitable can-
didate in the evaluation of joint damage in knee osteoar-
thritis patients. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3130338�

Keywords: Raman spectroscopy; osteoarthritis; synovial fluid;
diagnostic.
Paper 08422R received Dec. 1, 2008; revised manuscript received
Feb. 10, 2009; accepted for publication Mar. 24, 2009; published
online May 14, 2009.

1 Introduction
Osteoarthritis �OA� is considered a disease of the whole joint
as a result of biological, chemical and viscoelastic changes to
the cartilage, synovium, subchondral bone, and synovial
fluid.1,2 Synovial fluid �SF� research is important not only to
understand the role of synovial fluid in OA pathophysiology
but also to identify biomarkers that may have significant di-
agnostic value. SF is primarily composed of water, proteins,
proteoglycans, glycosaminoglycans �GAGs�, lipids, small in-
organic salts, and metabolites such as amino acids or sugars.
Moreover, individual SF components may often perform mul-
tiple functions. For example, hyaluronic acid �HA�, an unsul-
fated GAG, maintains the complex viscoelastic properties of
SF and regulates the biological activity of advanced glycation
end-products, cytokines, and enzymes associated with OA.3–5

Normal joint function is dependent on the status of SF com-
position, especially considering the large interaction between
the individual SF components. Therefore, measurements that

1083-3668/2009/14�3�/034013/8/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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eflect the entire SF chemical, biological, or viscoelastic pro-
le may prove to be a robust approach to the clinical diagno-
is of OA.

Analysis of SF is an attractive target for the early detection
f OA damage because it allows for collection of multiple
evels of information from the clinic and the laboratory. SF
spirates are obtained using a sterile needle and thus allow the
heumatologist to perform a preliminary visual inspection for
eatures such as color, clarity, string test, and the mucin clot
est.6,7 Although these visual tests have been used by rheuma-
ologists for the past 50 years, they provide limited quantita-
ive data. To obtain more quantitative results, viscosity mea-
urements on SF aspirates can be performed. This approach
as been used to establish the deleterious effects of OA and
ge on SF viscosity.8 More recently, the measurement of the
echanical properties of SF, such as lubricity, suggest an un-

apped potential for SF-based diagnostics of OA.9

Besides changes in viscosity, SF in arthritic joints may
ndergo biochemical and chemical changes, such as alter-
tions in protein composition and proteomic profile.10,11

hemical changes affect many types of SF molecules. The
omplexity of this disease is reflected in the lack of a consen-
us regarding OA biomarkers in SF, serum, or urine. Two
pproaches have been presented in the literature. The first
pproach is to look for a single molecular marker, and recent
tudies have shown that cartilage oligomeric matrix protein
COMP� is a promising marker.10,12–16 Arthritic SF may con-
ain higher levels of cartilage fragments, low molecular
eight HA molecules, and basic calcium phosphate

rystals.17–19 Another approach is to examine the entire chemi-
al profile, and proteomic analysis, using 2-D electrophoresis
r mass spectrometry, has been demonstrated for SF.20 A re-
ent SF proteomic analysis had found changes in abundant
roteins in SF from arthritic joints, but these changes in pro-
ein profile were not dependent on the stage of OA.11 Bio-
hemical and chemical changes that occur in SF associated
ith OA progression have been examined using immunoas-

ay, chromatography, and mass spectrometry, and the results
re typically compared with clinical measures of severity in-
luding conventional radiographs, magnetic resonance imag-
ng, and arthroscopy.21–23

Molecular spectroscopy techniques, such as near-infrared
NIR�, Raman, and infrared spectroscopy, are used to analyze
iomedical specimens such as cells, tissues, or fluids because
f their specificity, ease of use, and nondestructive nature.24,25

ibrational spectroscopy has been used to examine joint tis-
ues, and spectra identified early chemical alterations in ani-
al and human arthritic cartilage or subchondral bone.26–30

IR and Fourier transform infrared �FTIR� spectroscopy have
oth been used to analyze the chemical composition of SF
rom osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and spondyloarthr-
pathy patients.31–34 NIR or FTIR spectra of dried SF films
llowed automated identification of arthritis with a classifica-
ion rate greater than 95%. Individual components in SF could
ot be identified using NIR or FTIR spectra. However, the
verall chemical composition did correlate with spectral pat-
erns. These early studies provided evidence that vibrational
pectra of SF could be used to discriminate between different
ypes of arthritis.

Drop deposition, also known as the “coffee ring” effect, is
simple technique in which a fluid drop dries on a solid
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
substrate.35 Drop deposition differs from film preparation be-
cause a rough separation of components occurs and the solu-
tion state conformation is preserved during the drop drying
process. Because drops are typically deposited on a flat, solid
substrate, the dried drops can be examined using one or more
microscopy or spectroscopy tools. Drop deposition of bioflu-
ids is a potential biomedical diagnostic, owing to its simplic-
ity, small volume requirements, and broad applicability.36,37

Recently, Raman spectroscopy has been used in conjunction
with drop deposition to examine protein mixtures and
biofluids.38,39 A combined drop deposition/Raman technique
for tears and synovial fluid showed subtle differences in the
chemical composition at various locations in a drop.40,41 Ra-
man signal of poorly scattering components can be improved
because impurities that fluoresce, and otherwise dominate the
Raman spectra, are segregated in the drop center during the
drying process.42 Multiple studies that compared solution and
dried drop Raman spectra of proteins found that solution-state
conformation of proteins is preserved during the deposition
process.43,44 Raman band intensities were used to estimate the
relative thickness of dried albumin or HA drops.44,45

In this study, drop deposition/Raman spectroscopy
�DDRS� was used as a method to assess knee OA severity and
was compared with conventional radiographs. DDRS of SF
does not require specimen pretreatment or extensive prepara-
tion. The purpose of this study was to identify Raman spec-
troscopic markers in SF associated with knee OA. Raman
band intensity ratios used to describe protein content and
structure correlated with Kellgren/Lawrence �K/L� radio-
graphic scoring of OA damage. These results are the first in-
dications that DDRS may have value for rapid staging of knee
OA.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Clinical Protocol
All aspects of the clinical protocol were reviewed and ap-
proved by the University of Michigan Medical School Insti-
tutional Review Board �IRBMED�. A total of 40 patients with
clinical symptoms of chronic knee pain, and who were also
scheduled for elective surgical treatment, were enrolled in the
study. Preoperative conventional postero–antero radiographs
of the symptomatic knee were reviewed by a musculoskeletal
radiologist. Radiographs were read using the Osteoarthritis
Research Society International atlas for identification of defi-
nite osteophytes,46 and OA was defined as the presence of a
definite osteophyte in any of three views in accordance with
American College of Rheumatology criteria for knee OA.47

Overall radiographic severity of OA was assessed using
Kellgren/Lawrence �K/L� criteria on the postero–antero view
only.48 Patients were classified into two groups by K/L score.
Even though all of the patients presented clinical evidence of
OA �knee effusion and pain�, x rays of the affected knee joint
had found that 17 patients had a low K/L score �K /L=0 to 1�
and were placed in the negative for radiological OA ��/ROA�
group. Patients with a K/L score above 2 �K /L=2 to 4� were
placed in the positive for radiological OA ��/ROA� group.
These grouping are congruent with other arthritis studies that
use a K/L score.12,15,49,50

Twenty-two patients in the study underwent total knee ar-
throplasty, 1 patient underwent hemiarthroplasty and 17 pa-
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�2
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ients underwent therapeutic arthroscopy. Patient demograph-
cs are shown in Table 1. At the time of surgery, SF was
btained from the knee by needle aspiration using a size 18
auge needle and immediately placed into glass tubes contain-
ng anticoagulants and protease inhibitors �SCAT-1, Haemato-
ogic Technologies, Inc., Essex Junction, Vermont�. Additives
n SCAT-1 vials were examined using Raman spectroscopy to
erify that their Raman spectrum does not overlap with SF
aman bands. Macroscopic debris in SF was removed by

ow-speed centrifugation, and specimens were aliquoted and
hen snap frozen and stored at −80 °C until use.

.2 Power Analysis
total of N=40 subjects and a normal distribution of K/L

cores with 20 subjects in the �/ROA �K /L=0 to 1� group
nd 20 subjects in the�/ROA �K /L=2 to 4� group was as-
umed for a priori power calculations. A two-sample t-test of
eans with a 95% confidence limit yielded a power of 87%

N=40� to detect moderate differences between �/ROA and
/ROA groups. Raman data from three SF specimens were

emoved from the �/ROA group when comparing Raman
and intensity ratios because these specimens had severe con-
amination from hemoglobin or anticoagulant from the stor-
ge vial. Raman data of synovial fluid from 37 patients were
sed in comparing Raman band intensity ratios between
/ROA �n=14� and �/ROA �n=23� groups. For N=37, the

ower was 84%. The power for a comparison of all five K/L
roups �0 to 4� was 62% using an ANOVA, one-way, fixed
ffect f-test. The a priori power tests indicated adequate
ower for comparison of differences between �/ROA and
/ROA groups.

.3 Drop Deposition of Synovial Fluid
ynovial fluid from all 40 patients was examined using the
DRS protocol. SF specimens were examined without exten-

ive preparation. Two small-volume �2 to 10 �l� drops of
ynovial fluid were deposited onto a fused silica slide using an
agle pipette �World Precision Instruments, Sarasota,
lorida�. Drops were allowed to dry overnight, semicovered,
t room temperature and then were examined the following
ay using light microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. Light
icroscope images were taken for both SF drops, and Raman

pectra were collected from one SF drop.

able 1 Demographics of patients in the drop deposition/Raman
pectroscopy study. Patients were recruited into the study after pre-
enting clinical evidence of knee osteoarthritis. After informed con-
ent, x rays and synovial fluid aspirates were collected from the af-
icted knee.

/L score
Average age
�yr�

Age Range
�yr� # Male # Female

44 19 to 66 7 1

53 31 to 72 7 2

59 43 to 78 5 3

and 4 59 42 to 69 10 5
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
2.4 Microscopy/Raman Spectroscopy
A Nikon E600 epi-fluorescence microscope �Nikon, Inc.,
Melville, New York� was modified for NIR Raman spectros-
copy in house. Microscope images were collected in epi-
illumination and transmission illumination modes with 2
� /0.06 NA, 4� /0.20 NA, 10� /0.50 NA, and 20
� /0.75 NA S Fluor objectives �Nikon, Inc.�. A 785-nm Kai-
ser Invictus laser was line focused �Kaiser Optical Systems,
Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan� onto dried drops using a 20
� /0.75 NA S Fluor objective. Raman-scattered light was
collected through the same 20� /0.75 NA S Fluor objective
and dispersed through a spectrograph �HoloSpec f /1.8, Kai-
ser Optical Systems, Inc.�. Raman signal was collected for
10 min on a charge-coupled device �CCD� detector optimized
for NIR wavelengths �DU401-BR-DD, Andor Technologies,
Belfast, Ireland�. Raman transects consisted of 126 Raman
spectra arranged at equidistant points along a line through the
specimen. Six to twelve transects were collected at various
locations across the surface of each of the dried drops. A total
of 418 Raman transects �52,668 spectra� were collected in this
study.

2.5 Data Analysis
Raman data was collected and processed without prior knowl-
edge of the radiography results. Data were imported into
MATLAB software �v. 7.0, The Math Works, Natick, Massa-
chusetts� and corrected for curvature, dark current, and varia-
tions in the CCD quantum efficiency. A mean spectrum was
calculated from each transect after correction for the fused
silica background. The mean spectrum was imported into
GRAMS/AI �ThermoGalactic, Salem, New Hampshire� and
baseline corrected using a user-defined multipoint baseline fit-
ting routine. Baseline-corrected spectra were intensity-
normalized to the phenylalanine ring breathing band intensity
at �1001 cm−1 because it was the best resolved band and is
not sensitive to local chemical environments. Raman bands in
baseline-corrected spectra were fitted with mixed Gaussian/
Lorentzian functions. Curve fitting results were accepted
when the residuals were minimized �R2�0.99� and no nega-
tive bands were generated. Bands generated in the
600 to 1750 cm−1 spectral region were identified as primarily
from proteins. Band positions were reproducible to �2 cm−1.
Raman band data �area, intensity, and width� were imported to
Microsoft Excel, and band intensity ratios were calculated.
Intensity band ratios at 1080 cm−1 /1001 cm−1,
1080 cm−1 /1125 cm−1, 1235 cm−1 /1260 cm−1 �amide III�,
1655 cm−1 /1448 cm−1, and 1670 cm−1 /1655 cm−1 �amide I�
were used to evaluate protein content and structure. Raman
spectra collected from drop edges were analyzed separately
from Raman spectra collected from the drop center. After Ra-
man data were analyzed for the entire patient cohort, radio-
graph scores were provided. Band intensity ratios from 37
patients were plotted according to the patient’s K/L score and
compared in two ways: �/ROA group versus �/ROA group,
and according to K/L scores 0 to 4. Raman data corresponding
to patients with a K/L score of 3 and 4 were grouped together
because there were only 2 patients in the K /L=4 group. A
two-tailed Student’s t-test with unequal variance was used to
test for significance in differences between �/ROA and
�/ROA groups. Differences in Raman data corresponding
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�3
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ith the individual K/L scores �0 to 4� were tested for signifi-
ance using multiway ANOVA for the major factor �K/L
core�, and multiple comparison was performed using the
least-significant differences” criterion to examine all possible
-tests between means. Differences were considered statisti-
ally significant if the p value was �0.05.

In another test, MATLAB was used to preprocess all spec-
ra from drop edges, perform baseline and background correc-
ions, and generate a mean spectrum for each patient using
nly the spectra collected from SF drop edges. The mean
pectra were input into an unsupervised k-means cluster
nalysis. Raman peaks were not fitted with Gaussian/
orentzian functions for k-means clustering. Pixel intensities
orresponded to the 1080 cm−1 /1002 cm−1 and amide I ra-
ios, and we input two groups to correspond to the �/ROA
nd �/ROA groups.

Results
.1 Light Microscopy of Dried SF Drops
ll of the SF drops dried as a heterogeneous deposit. Drop
eposition provided a coarse separation, as shown by the low-
agnification microscope images in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1�a�, the

ried drop contains two distinct regions. The outer edge gave
glassy appearance and the drop center contained fern-shaped

rystalline deposits. There are other distinguishable features,
ncluding cracks radiating from the drop center and interfer-
nce patterns along the edges of some radial cracks. Most of

ig. 1 Microscope images of human synovial fluid �SF� dried drops at
ow magnification show a heterogeneous deposit. There were two
ain regions in the SF drop �a�: a smooth glassy film at the drop edge

nd a fern-shaped crystalline deposit in the drop center. Most of the SF
pecimens dried in patterns similar to Fig. �1a�. There were variations
n the drop appearance that included a lack of cracks at the drop edge
b�, a glassy film deposit throughout the drop �c�, and no fern-shaped
rystals in the drop center �d�. These variations in drop appearance
id not correlate with radiological scoring. When examining drop
ppearance for fern-shaped crystals or radial cracks, we observed a
oderate correlation between the presence of these features and clas-

ification into the −/ROA or +/ROA group �R2=0.30�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
the drops dried in the same general pattern and were indepen-
dent of the SF volume aspirated from the patient and K/L
score. We did observe some variety in the SF deposition pat-
tern, as seen in Fig. 1. Approximately 1 /3 of the drops �n
=11� did not dry in the deposition pattern seen in Fig. 1�a�.
Alternative deposition patterns either lacked cracks near the
drop edges �Fig. 1�b��, were glassy throughout the drop �Fig.
1�c��, or contained no fern-shaped crystal deposits �Fig. 1�d��.
Analysis of microscope images for presence of radial cracks
at the drop edge and fern-shaped crystals indicated a moderate
correlation between OA severity and the presence of these
drop features at low magnification �R2=0.30�. Detailed visual
features are apparent upon higher magnification �10� � and
these features may correlate more strongly with fluid viscosity
or arthritis damage. Automated image analysis algorithms,
similar to ones used for automated cell phenotype scoring,
may also be able to find a stronger correlative trend between
the visual features observed in SF drops and radiographic
scoring.51

3.2 Drop Deposition/Raman Spectroscopy of Dried
SF Drops

Raman spectra of the dried SF drops also identified two pri-
mary regions within the drop, which supported our findings
from the light microscopy studies. Spectra collected from the
drop edges were comprised primarily of protein Raman
bands, which provided sufficient data for evaluating the phys-
iochemical composition of human SF. Although Raman bands
from glycosaminoglycans �GAGs� and lipids can overlap with
some protein bands, they are relatively weak Raman scatterers
and thus do not contribute significantly to the overall SF spec-
tra. However, interaction of proteins with GAGs and lipids
may still influence protein spectral features such as band po-
sition, width, height, or area. Previous studies of DDRS to
examine solutions of proteins or biofluids found that drop
deposition spectra of proteins were similar to solution-state or
solid-state spectra.41,43,44 As expected, SF volume increased
with OA damage, but the differences in SF volume were not
statistically significant.

To interpret and eventually quantify changes to SF compo-
sition, bands were identified, as shown in Fig. 2, and assigned.
Table 2 shows band assignments made for SF spectra, based
on previous Raman studies of proteins and GAGs.52–56 Fig-
ures 3�a� and 3�b� show the most promising ratios
1080 cm−1 /1001 cm−1 and amide I band intensity ratios, re-
spectively. The differences between �/ROA and �/ROA
groups are significant �p�0.01�. Figures 3�c� and 3�d� show
the 1080 cm−1 /1001 cm−1 and amide I band intensity ratio
sorted by K/L score. The 1080 cm−1 /1001 cm−1 �Fig. 3�a��
intensity ratio increased in the �/ROA group and is evidence
that the chemical environment of the protein backbone is al-
tered with OA damage. The ratio of band intensities in the
amide I envelope provide a marker of the relative abundance
of disordered random coil secondary structure and ordered
�-helix secondary structure. Higher amide I ratio observed in
SF from patients in the �/ROA group indicate more disorder
in protein secondary structure and provide further evidence of
altered electrostatic interactions. Panels �c� and �d� of Fig. 3
show that the mean ratio values begin to overlap in adjacent
K/L score groups, but there is a moderate correlation of the
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�4
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atios with K/L score �R2=0.31 for amide I, and R2=0.35 for
080 cm−1 /1002 cm−1 ratio�.

Preliminary application of automated data analysis tech-
iques shows a good separation of data in the �/ROA and
/ROA groups. Figure 4 shows k-means clustering of pixel

ntensities corresponding to the 1080 cm−1 /1001 cm−1 and
mide I ratios. The data indicate that simple pixel intensity
atios could be a good input for a k-means cluster analysis.
able 3 presents the sensitivity and selectivity of the cluster
nalysis. The sensitivity �74%� and selectivity �71%� of the
nalysis is satisfactory for an unsupervised classification. Us-
ng a support vector machine or principle components analy-
is with cluster analysis, or leave-one-out validation, are pos-
ible methods to improve classification rate.

Discussion
DRS is compatible with standard clinical practice of SF col-

ection. Small peptides used to preserve SF do not complicate
aman identification of chemical changes in SF because of

he coarse separation provided by drop deposition. A peptide
sed as an anticoagulant in the collection vials, PPACK, was
ocalized in the drop center. Raman spectra collected from the
rop center had spectral contributions from dissolved SCAT-1
ial additives �data not shown�. In two SF specimens with the
owest aspiration volume ��0.5 ml�, we observed extensive
PACK contamination, so DDRS data from these two patients
ere removed from the final data set. The extent of PPACK

ontamination was measured by the intensities of its most
rominent bands at �920 cm−1 and 1410 cm−1, which did
ot correlate with K/L score or SF volume.

Raman spectra collected from the edge of SF drops pro-
ided the most diagnostic information and showed significant

ig. 2 Raman spectra collected from SF drop edges contain bands that
onvey chemical and structural information in the 800 to 1750 cm−1

egion. Spectra collected from SF were primarily comprised of signal
elating to SF proteins. Three sections of the Raman spectra were used
o evaluate SF chemistry. Protein backbone information is contained
n the 1010 to 1150 cm−1 region. The amide envelopes at
210 to 1300 cm−1 �amide III� and 1600 to 1710 cm−1 �amide I� re-
ate secondary structure information about protein amide linkages.
hese regions were found to provide the most distinction between the
/ROA and +/ROA groups.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
differences between �/ROA �K /L=0 to 1� and �/ROA
�K /L=2 to 4� groups. Comparison of Raman band intensity
ratios from �/ROA and �/ROA groups shows that regions
corresponding to protein backbone and amide linkages in the
Raman spectra were sensitive to OA damage. Calculation of
band intensity ratios from fitting peaks to SF spectra and clus-
ter analysis indicate that the chemical environment is altered
in SF collected from patients with radiological evidence of
OA. Ratios of bands in the 1010 to 1150 cm−1 spectral re-
gion provided evidence for changes in the chemical environ-
ment of SF protein backbone. Raman spectra are sensitive to
different protein amide linkages in secondary structures such
as �-helix, 	-sheet, and random coil.53 Increases in the amide
I is evidence of decreased relative amount in ordered protein
secondary structure such as an �-helix. The trend toward re-
duced �-helical structure in SF proteins also indicates disrup-
tion in SF macromolecular interactions.

There are several possible mechanisms for an altered
chemical environment in SF, including �1� lower pH of dis-
eased SF disrupting normal hydrogen bonding and partially
denaturing SF proteins, �2� altered HA-protein interactions
because HA depolymerizes in diseased SF, and/or �3� more
degraded type II collagen fragments in diseased SF.8,14 A re-
cent proteomic analysis of SF found that cystatin A, an inhibi-
tor of cysteine proteases, is elevated in healthy SF.11 It is
possible that, in diseased SF, cysteine proteases are more ac-
tive and may disrupt normal SF electrostatic interactions.

Table 2 Raman band assignments of SF drops were based on litera-
ture reports of proteins and biological specimens �Ref. 53–56�. Raman
bands in the 1010 to 1150 cm−1 region in the SF spectra were used to
evaluate the protein backbone. The protein secondary structure was
evaluated using bands in the amide III �1210 to 1300 cm−1� and
amide I �1600 to 1710 cm−1� envelopes. Deconvoluted bands in the
amide envelopes were assigned to a random coil/disordered protein
structure at 1235 cm−1 and 1670 cm−1 or to an �-helix/ordered pro-
tein structure at 1260 cm−1 and 1655 cm−1.

Raman shift �cm−1� Band assignment Component

895 C-C stretch Protein

938 C-C stretch, �-helix Protein

1001 Ring breathing Protein

1080 C-N, C-C stretch Protein

1125 C-C, C-OH, C-N stretch
C-O-C glycosidic linkage

Protein

1235 Amide III, random coil Protein

1260 Amide III, �-helix Protein

1340 CH2/CH3 wag Protein

1446 CH2/CH3 deformation Organic content

1655 Amide I, �-helix Protein

1670 Amide I, random coil Protein

1687 Amide I, 	-sheet Protein
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�5
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5 Conclusions
The lack of a robust diagnostic of knee OA in its early stages,
especially before structural alterations become apparent by
conventional radiographs, continues to hinder research
progress in both the etiologic and therapeutic arenas. The ap-
plication of vibrational spectroscopy to examine chemical
changes in SF may have diagnostic or prognostic value. In
this study, we employed a novel drop deposition/Raman spec-
troscopy protocol �DDRS� to examine SF from 40 patients
with clinical and radiographic evidence of knee OA. Analysis
of light microscope images of dried drops revealed a coarse
separation of the SF components, while measured Raman
spectra provided information about protein secondary struc-
ture and content. We hypothesized that changes to the protein
secondary structure could be used as general markers of
chemical changes in SF and that these changes can be asso-
ciated with radiographic scoring of knee damage. Raman data
confirm our hypothesis and indicate a mechanism in which
normal electrostatic interactions are disrupted in SF from
damaged joints. Comparison of SF Raman band intensity ra-
tios from �/ROA and �/ROA groups support our hypothesis.
We observed significant differences between Raman spectra
of SF in �/ROA and �/ROA groups and showed trends to-
ward a measurement that moderately correlates to individual
K/L scores.

The DDRS method can provide a “yes/no” classification of
OA damage based on calculation of band intensity ratios or
use of cluster analysis. Raman band intensity ratios indicate a
possible trend toward correlation of the amide I or
1080 cm−1 /1002 cm−1 ratio with K/L score. We expect that
expanded clinical studies will provide further discrimination
between �/ROA and �/ROA groups, and possibly between
adjacent K/L scores. Furthermore, it is also possible that
DDRS of SF has value as a predictive measurement, and this
hypothesis will also be tested in longitudinal studies.
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